SPUTNIK

Process guide 2019

It all started with a shared fascination for those unexplored paths which you
encounter on your regular rides. Paths which trigger our fascination. Paths
which are often too rugged, steep or dirty to explore with your regular bike.
Paths which need a special machine.
That is why we came up with Sputnik; the rugged tailormade “do-it-all” workhorse.
Sputnik gravel bikes are made in limited batches. Once a year we produce a
batch of Sputniks. Although they are all made to measure and thus unique,
they are part of a family. For 2019, we added the KOSMOS paint scheme
which comes with Chris King’s limited edition Matte turqoise headset.
In this process guide we will take you by the hand and explain what we do,
why we do it and what we can do for you.
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Process
Almost every bike starts with a meeting.
We will sit down at our workshop and talk
about how you are going to use your Sputnik.
We will also talk about components and
frame details.
After our conversation we will offer you a
quotation for your new bike. If you agree
with the quotation we ask you to make
a first deposit. The rest of the steps are
explained in the following pages. The
complete process normally takes about
4 months, depending on the size of the
batch. Throughout this process we will
communicate back and forth to keep you
updated on the status and share some
pictures so you can see your new bike
becoming reality!

It all starts with a decent bikefit!
We don’t work with stock framesets or
standard geometries. Opposed to others,
we work the other way around.
First, we’ll sit down together to discuss
what you are going to do with your
Sputnik. Are you going to use it to shred
around your local single-tracks or is it
going to be your bikekpacking companion?
What frame-options do you prefer and
what tires will you be riding (just to name
a few details...)
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After this talk there are a few options to determine
your fit on the Sputnik.
- We can copy the fit from one of your bikes 		
on which you feel comfortable.
- We can work with the data from a fitting 		
you have already done.
- We will set you up with our bikefitter.
This has our preference and is one of the few
things we don’t do ourself. Why? Because
we are better at building bikes. We have
a close relationship with our fitter and he
knows what data we need to draw up your frame.

Fit and geometry

Our fitter Joep from Pedaalkracht at work

Steel is real.
A bicycle can be made out of various materials and every material has its own feel and
riding characteristics. Our material of choice
is steel. We think it has the right elements to
transfer your power towards the rear wheel
and feeling like an extension of your body at
the same time.
Next to that it is extremely durable and can
easily outlive you as a person (if given some
TLC every now and then).
We work with the finest tubing from renowned
Italian tube manufacturers and carefully select
all the tubes to fit it’s riders weight, posture and
“temperament”. This selection forms the backbone
of your frame to which we add various parts
made in house and made to measure. We make
our own headtubes, through-axle dropouts and
flatmount solution.

Materials and production
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Additional info

Where will your Sputnik take you?
Details matter! We take a lot of time to
make your Sputnik into a clean, rugged
and easy to maintain bike. We bend our
seatstays to get the correct tire and heel
clearance and go the extra mile to make all
the hydraulics internal.
Since every Sputnik is unique and
completely made to measure, you’ll get
to choose from a lot of different options
like additional braze-ons for racks and
fenders.
You also get the choice to go for a singleor double chainring setup. If you have
some other cool ideas, don’t hesitate to
ask us what we can do for you!

1.

2.
1. Optional fender/rack mount
2. Fully internal hydraulics
3. Optional fender/rack mount

3.

Frame features and options
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How do you want to dress your bike?
We like to work with good and durable
parts. That is why you always get a Chris
King headset on your bike. There is nothing
better. For the drivetrain, we chose SRAM’s
Force 1x11 and 2x11 groupsets to put your
Sputnik in motion. Your bike will roll on a
handbuilt wheelset composed from a set of
hassle free DT240s hubs laced to very lightweight yet strong Stans NoTubes Grail rims.
The stem, seatpost and handlebar consists
of clean Deda components.
Gearing, pedals and seat are up to you!
We also offer a wide selection of upgrade
parts from our friends at Scope, Chris King
and Enve. Please check out our website for
a complete overview or shoot us an e-mail
with your preferences.

Components and upgrades
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Inspired by space travel.
Every year we will add a new
paintscheme to our line-up. So far you can
choose from our Intergalactic and Kosmos
paintscheme’s which are inspired by our
fascination for spaceships and the urge to
explore. Our paintwork is 100% paint! You
won’t find any decals on a Sputnik.
Before the frame-set goes off to
our painter it will undergo a special
anti-corrosion process to make sure
your frame will be able tot withstand
all the blemishes that comes with
some regular (ab)use.

Paint
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Additional info

Where to find us and how to reach us?
Digital
www.wearesputnik.cc
hello@wearesputnik.cc
www.instagram.com/wearesputnik
www.facebook.com/wearesputnik
www.strava.com/clubs/SputnikAdventureClub
Analog
St Joris Cycles Headquarters
Ruysdaelhof 6-A
5642 JM Eindhoven
Alex de Kraker:
Chaim Becker:

+31 6 42 22 96 85
+31 6 24 85 65 57

You are always welcome to drop by for some
coffee but please call or e-mail to check if we
are at the workshop instead of on our bikes!
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